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Parkour running from police

Being extremely tall is a kind of giraffe. So when scientists recently saw two wild giraffes with relatively short legs, nearly half their adult height, they were stunned. In the words of Ryan Lizza, you may not fully understand what happened wednesday until you watch this video. This 39-minute video documents the assault on the Capitol building that led to ashli Babbitt's shooting. The discretion of the viewer is
recommended. With Adobe Sign, you can stop searching for signatures and signing documents in minutes, not days. Mittens the railroad cat happily walks around a set of model trains. One of the men pictured wearing zipped handcuffs on the Senate floor unmasked as a decorated Air Force veteran. We're inconsciously excited about everyone's favorite alien. We love having Baby Yoda staring at us from
our desk all day. Watch Fabian B-sch do a show at the 2018 Audi Nines. Adam Johnson was hired in Pinellas County Jail around 9 p.m..m on Friday on an order from the U.S. Marshal's office. A horrible moment during the Capitol riot, caught in the tape by Status Coup, showed an officer caught between the door and the pro-Trump mafia. Senator Jeff Merkley's tweets also showed where the electoral
college ballots were moved. This week's main characters include a man offended by a tampon, a hot dog enthusiast, an American senator who gets more blame for the Capitol riot than Trump and more. The impeachment process to prevent Trump from running in 2024, he explained. The Cybovac E30 Robot Vacuum Cleaner has an average rating of 4.7 out of 5 on Amazon due to its Alexa integration and
smart app-enabled features. Miya Ponsetto talks to Gayle King about her altercation with a 14-year-old black teenage girl who went viral. Any move by President Donald Trump to forgive himself in his final days in office could backfire, legal experts say, inviting the incoming administration to challenge the unprecedented action by filing criminal charges against him. How a Twitter joke that came out of its
creator's control gave the Fox News host a light way to talk about Trump's Twitter ban. There were American flags and splinters of historic furniture strewn with cigarette gloves and butts and dusty residue left by the fire extinguishers. The significant mixed with the mundane. It's not really about the uterus pressing on the bladder. Here's a fun project a manipulator took, revealing how larger wheels help your
Lego car clear obstacles. Authorities are more than twice as likely to break a left-wing protest as a right-wing. The presidential text that hits your phone on Wednesday will be the first of its kind, but it's part of a decades-old lineage of official government day alerts. With Adobe Sign, you can stop searching for signatures and signing documents in minutes, not days. Could Mike Pence remove Donald Trump
as president? LegalEagle's Devin Stone theoretically argues that it is. Treat Treat Soylent flour replacement drinks in six flavors: Chocolate, strawberry, vanilla, mint chocolate, banana and mocca. If you're tracking your nutrition, this is a great place to start. The South Carolina senator was mocked by pro-Trump supporters at Reagan National Airport on Friday. Reps David Cicilline, Jamie Raskin and Ted
Lieu plan to present the replacement article on Monday. @realDonaldTrump, the Twitter feed that went from a reality tv star's random reflections to an American president's cudgel, died Friday. Comedian Guslli Constants recalls the time New Yorkers reacted to a subway passenger coughing once too much during pre-COVID-19 times. The president's favorite megaphone is gone. After 25 years, C25K still
runs the program when it comes to cardio programs, thanks to these staunch ones, who say the app changed their lives. Associated Press photographer John Minchillo was violently handled by pro-Trump rioters in Washington DC after someone said he was part of Antifa. Potential contenders of 2024 face fierce reaction after the revolt at the Capitol. This week, we have men literally doing anything instead
of going to therapy, Dad Bean, and more. A dog tries to steal a gift from his brother and is called by his owner. A group of channels connected to the Epoch Times is pumping deception and lies without identifying their connections to the right-wing newspaper. A day after George Clooney, Laura Dern and Charlie Sheen arrived, fellow producer Joe Proctor made an official announcement that there is no
money to make Grizzly II: Revenge. The night host was incredulous that despite extensive evidence to the contrary, some Republicans claimed that Antifa was responsible for the attack on the Capitol building. Former Trump campaign attorney Sidney Powell was sued for defamation by the voting machine company that repeatedly placed in the center of a vast and unfounded election conspiracy that she
demanded votes changed to favor President-elect Joe Biden. An American Muslim college student said he had fought tears when he saw the image of a Trump supporter carrying the confederate battle flag through the corridors of the Capitol on Wednesday. Morty is caught red-handed stealing treats from his owner. Wednesday was supposed to be a busy and historic day on Capitol Hill, but it quickly
became completely different when a mob struck and the Senate was evacuated. Andrew Taylor of AP and other journalists were encouraged along with senators for security for a few hours. This is his inner account of the day of turmoil. The man photographed sitting at the desk of The President of the Nancy Pelosi Chamber Wednesday's riots at the U.S. Capitol have been arrested and charged with three
federal charges, including public property theft, federal officials said Friday. That's how you have a fresh marriage, sneaking around with your partner in public. Many people want a pandemic baby, but some sperm banks Under. So women join unregulated Facebook groups to find willing donors, no intermediary required. Some customers want it all: lobster, caviar, Cristal and Dom Perignon. Other? A 33-
pound turkey from Dubai. From Baby Boomers to Gen Z'ers, that's how different generations react to the wrong food order. The closed-door ceremony came less than a day after Trump supporters stormed and shattered the U.S. Capitol. It is a feature present on some Android phones, but it became 11. CNN's Donie O'Sullivan interviewed Donald Trump supporters in Washington DC, and many stood firm
in their belief that the election was stolen. Stolen.
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